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INTRODUCTION 

Let Mn be an n-dimensional complete non-compact Riemannian manifold. 

The Dirichlet problem of harmonic functions with prescribed boundary data 

at infinity is a very interesting problem in geometry and analysis. In [S], using 

a probablistic approach, this problem was solved when M is simply-connected 

and the sectional curvatures are bounded between two negative constants. 

Then, following the program of Choi, it was solved in [A] under the same 

assumptions by a more geometric approach. In this paper, we'll follow the 

program by Anderson and Schoen in [A-S]. In fact, the more general problem 

of the Martin boundary was solved in [A-S]. 

The approach of Anderson and Schoen is as follows: For a given bound

ary data, a smooth function f on M which assumes the boundary data is 

constructed explicitly. Then, on a geodesic ball B(x0 , R) with center x 0 and 

radius R solve 

(0.1) {
l'::..uR = -l'::..f on B(x0, R), 

uR = 0 on 8B(x0 , R). 

Clearly, uR + f is harmonic on B(x0 , R) and uR + f = f on 8B(x0 , R). Then 

a harmonic function is obtained if one can extract a converging subsequence 

from { uR + f} by letting R ~ oo. For this purpose, a barrier function is 

constructed explicitly and it can be applied to (0.1) if tl.f is of exponential 

decay. A priori, l'::..f will not satisfy this property. The ingenious observation 

in [A-S] is that all is well iff is mollified first and then plucked into (0.1) to 
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solve for uR. To do the mollifying process, the assumptions that injectivity is 

bounded away from zero and bounded sectional curvatures are essential. 

In [S-Y], Schoen and Yau then followed this approach to prove the following 

theorem with a much more elaborate construction of the barrier function. 

Theorem (Schoen-Yau). Suppose (M,ds2) is complete, simply-connected 

and its sectional curvatures KM satisfy —b*2 < KM < —a2 < 0. Let ds2 be 

another metric on M uniformly equivalent to ds2, i.e. there exists A > 0 

so that—-ds2 < ds2 < Ads2. Suppose the sectional curvatures of (M, ds2) 

are bounded from above and below and that the injectivity radius of (M, ds2) 

is bounded away from zero. Then, for any continuous function f on M(oo), 

there exists u <E C00{M) fl C0 (M U M(oo)) so that 

JAu = 0    onM, 
[u = f       on M(oo) 

where A is the Laplacian operator of (M,ds2). 

The assumption that ds2 is uniformly equivalent to ds2 is very flexible but 

the assumptions on the curvatures and injectivity radius of (M, ds2) are some- 

what restrictive. This paper was grown out from the attempt to remove 

the assumptions on the injectivity radius and sectional curvatures from the 

Schoen-Yau theorem. In fact, Ancona [Anc] proved that this indeed can be 

done. We'll prove this in Theorem 2.2. Our method uses more properties of 

/ so that we can avoid the use of the mollifying process. In Section 1, a key 

proposition is proved to estimate the Lp-norm of UR in terms of the ZAnorm 

of |V/|. This estimate guarantees a subsequence of {uR + /} converges to 

a global harmonic function on M. In Section 2, the boundary value at in- 

finity of the harmonic function constructed in Section 1 is discussed and a 

sub-meanvalue inequality is proved. In Section 3, we use the results in Sec- 

tion 1 and Section 2 to solve the Dirichlet problem at infinity for nonpositively 

curved manifolds satisfying a local pinching condition. This generalizes the 

results on rotationally symmetric manifolds studied by Choi in [C]. 

Acknowledgement. The author would like to thank Professors Peter Li and 

L. F. Tarn for interesting and insightful discussions and suggestions. 
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1. AN ZANORM ESTIMATE 

We will try to estimate the Lp-norm of UR in (0.1) in terms of the ZAnorm 

of |V/|. In fact, one observes easily that both in [A-S] and [S-Y], |V/| can be 

assumed to be of exponential decay so that / | V/|p < +oo for a large p. We'll 

use this property in the following proposition to estimate the ZAnorm of uR. 

Proposition 1.1. Let Mn be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Sup- 

pose also that Ai(M) > 0. Let Q be any compact subdomain of M such that 

dft is smooth. Let f G Coc(M) and u be a solution of 

(Au = -Af    onQ, 

^ '      ■ \u = 0 on dn. 

Then, for anyp>2 

(i.2) /Hp<c/iv/r 

where C is a positive constant depending only on p and Ai(M). 

Proof Multiply (sgnix)!^"1 to (1.1) and integrate we get 

(1.3) [ \ur* \V\u\\2 < /|nr2|VH||V/|. 
Jn Jn 

Apply the Schwartz inequality to the right hand side of (1.3), we derive that 

/K-2|VH|2</|«r2|v/|2. 
Jn Jn 

Therefore, 

(1.4)      £/>HsiM/^|prCM5- 
As Ai(^) > Ai(M) we have, 

Thus, 

This proves the Lp-bound on u.    D 
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vkl* 
2 

in Remark 1.1. Substituting (1.5) into (1.4), we get a bound on Jn 

terms of the Lp-norm of |V/|. 

Now we can use Proposition 1.1 to obtain a converging subsequence from 

the solutions to (0.1). 

Theorem 1.2. Suppose M as in Proposition 1.1, / G C00(M) and JM |V/|P < 

+oc for some p > 2. Let UR be the solutions of (0.1). Then a subsequence 

of UR will converge uniformly on compact subsets to u G C00(M) such that 

Au = -A/ on M and fM \u\p < +oo. 

Proof Using Proposition 1.1 we see that fB(XOtR) MP is uniformly bounded 

independent of R. Then, uR + / is a harmonic function on B(xo, -R) such that 

its Lp-norm is bounded independent of R. Now it is easy to finish the proof. 

We can use the sub-meanvalue inequality in [S-Y, Theorem 2.13] to 1^ + f\. 

Hence its supremum norm is bounded on compact subsets independent of R. 

It is then standard to see that the assertions of the Theorem are true.    □ 

Remark 1.2. The assumption that Ai(M) > 0 is a reasonable assumption in 

the problems of existence of harmonic functions. It is satisfied by a complete, 

simply-connected manifold with sectional curvatures bounded from above by 

a negative constant. Then any manifolds which is quasi-isometric to such a 

manifold also enjoys this property. 

Remark 1.3. The assumption that |V/| is Lp for some large p is also satisfied 

in the Anderson-Schoen [A-S] paper as well as in the Schoen-Yau theorem. 

2. BOUNDARY VALUES 

To show the harmonic function u + f obtained in Theorem 1.2 assumes 

the boundary data, we need to show that u(x) —» 0 as x —> oo. This will 

follow from fM \u\p < +oo and additional assumptions on M and / so that 

the supremum norm of u on geodesic balls can be estimated. One of the usual 

techniques is the gradient estimate. 

Theorem 2.1. Suppose Mn is a complete, non-compact n-dimensional Rie- 

mannian manifold such that Ai(M) > 0. Assume that, for any r > 0; 

in£xeM Vol(B(x,r)) > 0, and the Ricci curvatures are bounded from below. 
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Given a bounded smooth function f on M with |V/| bounded and JM |V/|P < 

+00 for some p > 2, there exists u G C00(M) so that A(u + f) = 0 on M, 

IM \
U

\
P
 < "^00 an(^ u(x) ~"* 0 as x "^ 00' 

Proof. By adding a constant to / if necessary, we may assume / to be positive. 

Then Theorem 1.2 implies the existence of a function u G C00(M) such that 

A(u + /) = 0 on M and fM \u\p < +00. Also UR + f is positive on B(xo, R) 

because it is positive on the boundary. As u + f is the limit of a subsequence 

of {(UR + /)}, we see that u + f is a bounded and positive harmonic function 

on M. Using the gradient estimate in [Y], we see that |Vlog(n + /)| is also 

bounded on M. Since u + f and |V/| are bounded on M, we derive that 

\Vu\ is bounded on M. The rest of the proof then follows easily from the 

assumption on the volume of the geodesic balls and that fM \u\p < +00.   □ 

Remark 2.1. Theorem 2.1 gives an alternative proof of solving the Dirichlet 

problem at infinity when M is complete simply-connected and sectional cur- 

vatures bounded between two negative constants. 

Another technique to prove u(x) —» 0 as x —► 00 is to use the Moser iteration 

technique to prove a sub-meanvalue type inequality. 

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that M is a complete Riemannian manifold and there 

exists S1>0 such that for any (j) G C^{M) we have Si (/ \4>\K)1,K < f |V0|, 

where K = n/(n — 1). Suppose that u is a bounded function in LP(M) satisfying 

Au = —A/, where |V/| is bounded and |V/| G Lp for some p > 2. Then, 

there exists a constant 6 G (0,1) so that for any z G M., TQ G (0,1) and RQ > 0, 

we have for R G (0, i?o) 

B(Z,(1-TO)R) TftR71 KJBizM J 

where C is a constant depending only on n, p, RQ, sup^nl, supM |V/|; / \u\p 

andf\Vf\p. 

Proof Without loss of gererality we may suppose that \u\ < 1 and that / \u\p < 

1. Then let rj be a cut-off function to be specified later. Multiply both sides 
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of the equation A^ = —A/ by r]2(sgnu)\u\q~1 and then integrate we get 

- (q - 1) I r]2(sgnu)\u\q~2Vu • W\u\ -2 1 \u\q~lr]{sgnu)Vu -Vry 

= (q - 1) /^(sgn^M^VM • V/ + 2 j7]{sgnu)\u\q-lVr] • V/ 

Rearranging the terms and applying the Schwartz inequality we have 

(ff-i)^iuraiviuiia- 

< {q-1) (/^H^IVHI2)172 • (/^H^IV/I
2
)

172 

21 M*-^ IV|«|| • IVT?! + 2 y |«|«-^|V/| • IVTJI. 

Hence, 

< {q - 1) ]tf\v\*-2\Vf\* + 2 (yVM*-2 IVIUII
2
)

1
^ (y lunVf/l5 

+2(y7?
2H<'-2iv/i2y/2(yi«HV77i 

Then, 

iizi) y ^i«i«-a IVI«II
2
 < 2fa -1) y ifluMv/p+^ y innv^i2. 

Note that 

|V|ii|* |2 = jl^l"-2 |VH|2 <{q- l)2\u\q~2 |VH|2 

for q > 2. Therefore, 

(2.2) y T?
2
 |VH* f < % - I)2 y r?2|ur2|V/|2 + 10 y InHVr?!2. 

Also, 

(2.3) |Vr?
2|'u|9|<2772|«|5|vH^|+2r7|uHV77| 

1/2 

1/2 

<«7 VH*|   +2e-yM9 + eMg|V77|2, 

where e is any positive number. Now we let r)(x) = p(r), where r is the distance 

function from z and p is a piecewise linear function of one variable such that 

p = 1 on [0, OR], p = 0 on [(0 + T)R, OO) and linear on [OR, (0 + T)R]. Then, 
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by setting e = TR in (2.3) and combining (2.2), (2.3) and using the Sobolev 

inequality we derive that 

/      |ur]    <i|/ H« 

+ 4(q-l)2TR[ N9-2|V/|2. 
JB(Z,(0+T)R) 

Applying Holder inequality to the last term of (2.4), it becomes 

JB(z,6R) ) TK&x JB(Z,(8+T)R) 

+ 4(q - 1)
2
TR 

7 H9) ' (f l^l9' 
JB(ZA0+T)R) / \JB(zAe+T)R) j Si \JB(Z,(0+T)R) J \JB(z,(e+T)R) 

Let A = sup | V/|. Then, clearly for p < q 

i^i- AP 

So 
2/9 /   /• \2/<7 

(/IWI*) <A2(i-''/«>(yiv/ip) 
Using this in (2.5), we can rewrite (2.5) as 

(2.6) 

(7       ^l    ^:^(i + (?-i)w)(7 H \JB(z,eR) J Tlibi \J B{Z,{0+T)R) 

where Ci is a constant depending only on the supremum and Lp norm of |V/|. 

Now let us choose qi = p/^2, r^ = To2~V ^O = 1 and 6^1 = 9i — Ti+i.  Set 

0 = 0i+1, r = r<+i, q = & in (2.6) and observe that (^ - l)ri+i is bounded 

from above independent of i because K, < 2, we have 

/ ^t f       ~ \        qi 

(2.7) (/ H-')     <-%(7        H94) 
\JB(z,^+iH) / Ti+l-rC  \JB{z,eiR) ) 

where C2 is a constant depending only on p, i?o> 'S'I? the supremum and Lv 

norm of |V/|. 
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Define !> = \JBtz^iR\ MpK )      j then by taking l/^2-th power of both sides 

of (2.7) we obtain 

(2.8) J,+1 < 2^1* (^L\,K j^-2)/^. 

(2.1) then follows by applying (2.8) recursively with b = HCP^* "~ 2)/p^ > 

0.   D 

Now we can apply our method to generalize the Schoen-Yau theorem which 

is also proved by Ancona in [Anc]. 

Theorem 2.3. Suppose (M^ds2) is a complete, simply-connected n-dimen- 

sional Riemannian manifold such that its sectional curvatures KM satisfies 

—b2 < KM < —a2 < 0. Let ds2 be a metric on M uniformly equivalent to ds2, 

i.e. there exists A > 0 so that -rds2 < ds2 < Ads2. Then for any continuous 

function f on M(oo), there exists u e C00(M) n C0(M U M(oo)) so that 

(2 9) fAu = 0    onM, 
\u = f       on M(oo), 

where A is the Laplacian operator of {M)ds2). 

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that / is positive and can 

be extended to (M,ds2) as a positive smooth function such that outside a 

compact subset it is radially constant with respect to some point XQ G M. 

As in [A-S], using the curvature assumptions of (M, ds2), we see that |Vd52/| 

is of exponential decay and is in Lp for a sufficiently large p. Since (M, ds2) 

is uniformly equivalent to (M, ds2), |Vds2/| is also of exponential decay and 

in Lp with respect to (M,ds2). For the same reason Ai(M, ds2) > 0 implies 

Ai(M, ds2) > 0. Then by applying Theorem 1.2, we obtain a smooth function 

u on M so that u + / is a positive, bounded harmonic function on (M, ds2). 

Moreover, we also have u G Lp(M,ds2). Now all we need to do is to show 

u(x) —> 0 as x —► oo. This follows from Theorem 2.2 and that (M, ds2) admits 

a global Sobolev constant because (M, ds2) does. This finishes the proof of 

the theorem.   □ 
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3. DIRICHLET PROBLEM AT INFINITY 

In Section 2 we studied the boundary value at infinity. In this section we 

will use the results in Section 1 and Section 2 to solve the Dirichlet problem 

at infinity for nonpositively curved manifolds with a local pinching condition. 

All we need to do is to show that boundary data can be achieved by some 

function / on M so that | V/| is bounded and in Lp for some p > 2. 

Theorem 3.1. Let M be an n-dimensional complete, simply-connected mani- 

fold with nonpositive sectional curvatures and Ai(M) > 0. Suppose there exist 

a point XQ G M and a constant C > 1, such that at any x G M we have 

|^(c)| £ C\K(<T')\J where <j,af are plane sections at x containing the tangent 

vector of the geodesic joining XQ to X. Then for any continuous function f on 

Af (oo), there exists u G C^M) fl C0(M U M(oo)) so that 

on M, 

onM{po). 

Proof. The first step of our proof is to construct a function f on M such that 

| V/| is bounded and is in Lp for some large p. We'll consider smooth functions 

f on M such that outside B(xo, 1/2) it is radially constant with respect to XQ- 

We know that |V/| decays uniformly to zero. However, this is not enough to 

show that |V/| is in Lp because there is no assumption on the lower bound of 

the sectional curvatures. The growth of | V/| has to compare with the volume 

element in normal coordinates with respect to XQ. 

For any x G M, let ^(t) be the unit speed geodesic joining XQ to x such that 

7(0) = £0 and 7(r) = x. Define 

F = {V(t) a Jacobi field on 7 : V(0) = 0, ||V"(0)|| = 1, ^'(0) ± ^(0)}. 

Then let J(:r) be the supremum of llV^r)!! for any V G F and j(x) be the 

infimum of HV^r)!! for any V G F. Clearly, in terms of the normal coordi- 

nates at XQ, we see that the volume element at x is bounded from above by 

J(x)n~1dr dQ, where dO is the standard measure on the unit sphere Sn~l. Also 

|V/|(:r) is bounded from above by Ajix)*1, where A is a constant independent 

of x. Therefore, |V/|P will be integrable if j{x)~'pJ{x)n~1 is integrable w.r.t. 
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dr d6. This will follow from the following lemma which is derived in the same 

way as the Ranch Comparison Theorem.   □ 

Lemma 3/2. Let M, MQ be Riemannian manifolds and let 7,70 : [0,1] —► 
M, MQ 6e wni^ speed geodesies. For each t G [0,1] and any X € M^t), 

XQ G (Mo)70(t), Ze^ K(G), i^oC^o) denote the sectional curvatures of the plane 

sections spanned by X^f(t) and Xo,if
Q{t) respectively. Assume that (i) K(a), 

Ko(ao) < 0, (ii) \Ko(cr0)\ < Cl^cr)), where C > 1 is a constant independent 

of t, a, GQ. Let V,Vo be Jacobi fields along 7,70 such thet V(0) = VQ = 0, 

^(0) ± 7'(0), K(0) ± y0(0), and ||V'(0)|| = ||^(0)||. 77*™, ||F(t)||c/||yo(i)|| 

is an increasing function of t. 

Proof. We will follow the proof in [C-E, p.32-35]. Fixed ti €' [0,1) and define 

vector fields 

r(*.)ii'       'w   iiwor 
We now estimate — log(||W||2/||Wo||2). This is exactly the same as 

dt 

|log(||y||V||Fo||2). Notethat 

Now as ||W(ti)|| = 1, we have at ti, 

jt {\og\\Wf) =2j\w,W'y = 2 (J\W',W') - K(a)\\Wr 

and there is a similar formula for Wo- Now as in [C-E, p.33] we transplant W 

to a vector field WQ along 70 in MQ. Let a be the plane section spanned by W 

and 7Q. Then, 

1 d (log \\wr\ 
2dt V  & \\W0\\* ) 

= C (£ {W, W) - K(a)\\W\\^ - £ W, WJ) - K0(a0)\\W0\\
2 

= C (£(K K) - K6(a)\\W\\^ + C QT1 K0(a)\\W\\2 - K(a)\\W\\'' 

- F(K,0 - Ko{°o)\\Wo\\2 

Jo 
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(3.1) 

+ c(J*1Ko(a)\\Wr-K(a)\\W\\^ 

> (C - 1) QT -KoiaJWWW^ + C (jT ^o(a)||^||2 - K(a)\\W\\^ 

(3.2) 

> tiKoW-CKWWWf^O. 
Jo 

Inequality (3.1) follows from the Morse Index Theorem and (3.2) follows 

from the curvature assumptions and \\W\\ = ||W||. Since ti is arbitrary, this 

completes the proof of the lemma.   □ 
Let's return to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Lemma 3.2 says that 

(3.3) j(x)c > dJfr), 

where Ci is a constant independent of x. Thus, 

(3.4) J(xypJ(x)n'1 < c1
1-ni(x)c(n-rfl)-p. 

As the curvature is nonpositive, j(x) > r. Then for large p, j(x)~pJ(x)n~1 is 

integrable w.r.t. drd9. Hence, we conclude that |V/| G Lp. 

Applying Theorem 1.2 to M and / we obtain a smooth function u G LP(M) 

so that A(n + /) = 0. As M is assumed to be nonpositively curved, a global 

Sobolev constant exists. The application of Theorem 2.2 then completes the 

proof of Theorem 3.1.    □ 

Remark 3.1. Choi [C] solved the Dirichlet problem at infinity for rotationally 

symmetric manifolds with sectional curvatures decay faster than —Ajir1 logr) 

outside a compact set. Note that the local pinching condition is automatically 

satisfied by rotationally symmetric manifolds. We do not assume any decay 

rate on the curvature. However, we need Ai (M) > 0 which may not be satisfied 

by manifolds satisfying the curvature decay condition in Choi's paper. 

Remark 3.2. Ballmann [B] solved the Dirichlet problem at infinity for nonposi- 

tively curved, irreducible, rank one manifolds which admit a compact quotient. 
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The proof uses more tools from probability. One may be able to give an al- 

ternative proof using techniques in this paper if one understands more about 

the growth of Jacobi fields on rank one manifolds. 

As in the proof of Theorem 2.2 we can also derive the following corollary. 

Corollary 3.3. Suppose that (M,ds2) is the same as in Theorem 3.1 and that 

(M, dsi2) is uniformly equivalent to (M, ds2). Then, on (M, dsi2) the Dirichlet 

problem at infinity can be solved. 
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